
 

 

Hello All 

The first reading at mass this weekend is the account of the boy Samuel hearing God calling him 

as he slept  in the quiet and darkness of the night. A still small voice. A voice that can speak 

through dreams. 

Samuel was only a boy, maybe just reaching teenage years. The message of Pope Francis to 

youth has often been, “be brave—follow your dreams, for yourself and for the world.” 

To all of us he has said listen to your dreams, not only are they a time when you speak to your-

self as your subconscious sorts itself out, helping you to understand yourself better if you will 

listen, but they can also be a time when God whispers to us, planting good seeds in our hearts 

and minds. 

As catholics we know the voice of conscience within us is an echo of the voice of God, and it is 

always our ultimate guide, but our dreams too, in both senses of the word, can also be the Lord 

whispering to us— whatever our age. 
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Catholic  Parish  

of the Holy Trinity 

Plymouth 

Second Sunday of the Year                    (year of Mark) 

Saturday  No Mass  at St Pauls today because of the  repair work 

 

Sunday  Mass (of the Sunday)  9am at Holy Family 

         Int:  Featherston, Jenkins and Kingwell fams RIP 

   Mass (of the Sunday)  10.30am at Holy Redeemer 

         Int: John Joseph Healey RIP 

Tuesday  Mass (of the weekday) 

         Int: Margaret Maloney RIP Fnd 

Wednesday Mass (of the weekday)  10am at Holy Redeemer 

         Int: Kearney family RIP FDN 

Thursday  Mass (of St Agnes)   10am at Holy Family   

         Int: Kathleen, Eileen & Jack Harding RIP FDN 

Friday  Mass (of the weekday)  10am at Holy Family 

         Int: Harman family RIP FDN 

 

 

17 January 2021 

Church Repairs 

Please remember that St Paul’s if closed until the end of this week for repairs to the roof tim-

bers. So there is no mass there this weekend or on Thursday. 

Mass will start again next Saturday (January 23rd) and Thursday (January 28th) 

The Thursday mass will move to Holy Family church this church. 

The heating pump at Holy Redeemer will not be working again this Sunday. We are in touch with 

the company who supplied it . It is likely to take around three weeks to resolve the matter so be 

prepared for the cold if you are going to mass at Holy Redeemer. 



Covid update 
 

Representatives of the catholic bishops and the government met again last week. The govern-

ment said that they had no plan for the blanket closure of churches. They did ask however that 

each parish should re-evaluate the covid precautions in place for each mass to check that the 

good standards seen so far continue. The government drew attention to the greater chance of 

becoming infected with the new strain, so some things which were safe before are no longer so. 

 

The government said that 0.01% of infections had happened in places of worship and 18% in su-

permarkets which is why their focus is now on these. The advisors to the government say that 

places of worship present a low risk to the population as a whole, but a high rik to certain groups 

attending. 

 

This means that for anyone in a high risk group because of age or health, going to mass should 

make sure they do so safely, keeping their masks on properly, keeping their distance from others, 

not speaking to anyone before or after mass. 

 

The things we have been asked to review are: the presence of stewards, sufficient cleaning, main-

taining social distance between groups, mass should be as short as possible with a maximum of 

30 minutes, ventilation, mingling before or after the mass inside or outside church. 

 

We have reviewed our practices and from this weekend as a result we are making changes to the 

way we track and trace to reduce interaction between stewards and people and between stew-

ard and steward. 

• We still need two stewards for each mass 

• On of the stewards will be the active steward overseeing the situation, the other will be 

available to help if needed at any point but will otherwise sit. 

• As people enter church they will now be invited to sign in rather than give their names to 

the steward. A container will be provided to place prepared contact detail in if people have 

them. 

• Please cleanse hands after signing in. 

• Candles should be lit before mass where possible rather than after mass to enable everyone 

to leave swiftly at the end of mass. 

 

Everyone is reminded that weekday mass is now counted as the same as a Sunday mass.  

If you can go to a weekday mass instead of a Sunday mass please do. 

Please think carefully if you are going to mass more than once a week in these extraordinary 

times, and perhaps reduce your attendance to just one mass. 


